FARMERDOGE
BECOME A FARMING
PARTNER

ABOUT
ABOUTUS
US
We are a multi-dividend rewards token
operating on the binance smart chain. This
allows us to pick and choose any project on the
binance network and pay rewards to our holders
in the nominated Token.
The Farmerdoge team will vet potential reward
tokens, shortlist them and then put them
forward to our community to vote on via our
DAO system. The winner of that vote will be
farmed for a 3 week period.

OUR EXPERIENCE
We have a core team of 27 members who each
bring a different element/skill to the Farmerdoge
stable. This diverse family has helped us shape
Farmerdoge to what it is today. Please read our
whitepaper for more information about our use,
utility & team

BENEFITS TO YOU
AS A POTENTIAL
PARTNER
As a potential Farming partner you have an
exciting opportunity to shill your project to our
community. You will receive a 20 minute time slot
within our "Sorting through seeds" AMA to explain
your project to our holders and answer any
queries.
This gives you exposure to our holders regardless
if you are chosen to be farmed or not.
The community will then vote on the shortlisted
projects via our DAO voting system. Where
holders of our native token vote on the project
they want to farm(You are encouraged to shill this
process with your own community and encourage
them to buy FD to sway the vote in your favour)

IF YOU ARE PICKED
AS THE FARMING
TOKEN
If your project is then successfully chosen by our
community we will go deep into your project via
our "Cream of the Crop" AMA. You will have up to
an hour to explain the ins & outs of your project &
answer our communities queries.
This extended AMA gives you the chance to sell
our holders on your project and potentially gain
3,500+ long term investors.
You then get three weeks of Farmerdoge pumping
volume through your chart which means more $$
to your liquidity pool & marketing wallet via your
own tokenomics

CASE STUDY
TCG 2.0
We started farming TCG 2.0 on the 13th November
until the 30th November. TCG gained over 3,000
holders and we put in just under $3,000,000 of
buys over this timeframe. ($6,000,000 if all our
holders sold)
Here is the TCG 2.0 Chart from the 13th
to
November
to30th
30th
November

And our volume chart for the same time
frame.
Imagine if this volume was put through
Your own project and what your
marketing wallet & liquidity pool
would look like afterwards?

WHAT WE WANT
IN RETURN
- The ability to soft shill in your telegram during
the voting phase(this goes both ways, happy for
your community to be active and promoting your
token within our TG explaining the use
case/benefits etc). We will push our community
to congratulate the shortlisted projects. So you
will see our members pop into your TG,
acknowledge the shortlist and engage/interact
with your community. Im sure they'll also have
lots of questions to ask also.

- Whilst we are under 10,000 holders, the AMA's &
opportunities associated with the farming
application will be free. After we surpass 10,000
Holders there will be a fee for applying to be
farmed. Similar to the costs of call channel AMA's
etc
Our
advice, get
get in
FREE
MY advice,
in whilst
whilst it's
its FREE
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